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A case of some interest is recorded in Derbyshire in
1322, when Emma, daughter of William Culhare, while
drawing water from the ' colepyt' at Morley was killed
by 4 le Damp ', i. e. choke damp.1    This is one of the
very few early references to choke damp, or 4 stithe ',
as it was often called, and the case is also interesting
because, as water from a.coal-pit could hardly be good
for either drinking or washing purposes, she must have
been engaged in draining the pit, and this suggests a pit
of  rather   exceptional   dimensions.     A   more   certain
indication of a considerable depth having been attained
is given forty years later in the case of another pit at
Morley Park, said to have been drowned,  or flooded,
1 for lack of a gutter ?.2   This may only refer to a surface
drain, but there is abundant proof that regular drainage
by water-gates, soughs, or adits had already come into
use,  and that coal-mining had reached the  * pit and
adit' stage.    In this system of working,   the water,
always the most troublesome enemy of the miner, was
drawn off by a subterranean drain leading from the
bottom of the pit.    It need hardly be pointed out that
the system was only practicable on fairly high ground,
where the bottom of the pit was above the level of free
drainage :  in such a case a horizontal gallery, or adit,
could be driven from a suitable point on the face of the
hill slightly below the bottom of the pit to strike the
latter,  and a wooden sough,3 or drain,  of which the
1	V. C. H. Derby, 351.   Cf. a reference to ' le dampe ' in 1316 ;
Hist. MSS. Com. Rep., Middleman MSS., 88 ;  this Report contains
a great deal of value for the early history of coal raining.
2	V. C. H. Dvvby, ii. 350.
3	A ' sowe' is mentioned at Cossall in 1316.    Hist. MSS. Com,
Rep. Middleton MSS., 88.

